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Stephanie Plum, America's favorite bounty hunter, returns to the streets of Trenton, New Jersey for

another rousing adventure. With high-spirited sidekicks like the bizarre Grandma Mazur and

ex-hooker Lula, it's easy to see why Stephanie's fan base grows every day. While trying to make an

honest buck apprehending bond-skippers, Stephanie is shocked to learn her mentor--master bounty

hunter Carlos "Ranger" Manoso--is suspected of murder. Digging through the local weapons and

drug rackets, Stephanie hopes to get her man off the hook. But finding time for her other man, vice

cop Joe Morelli, is getting harder each day. And it doesn't help when Grandma moves in, takes up

driving lessons, and dyes her hair pink. New York Times best-selling author Janet Evanovich

constructs unforgettable tales filled with zany characters and non-stop action. Narrator C.J. Critt

takes listeners on a colorful trek through the sexy, hilarious and hazardous world of Stephanie Plum.
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Stephanie Plum, America's favorite bounty hunter, returns to the streets of Trenton, New Jersey for

another rousing adventure. With high-spirited sidekicks like the bizarre Grandma Mazur and

ex-hooker Lula, it's easy to see why Stephanie's fan base grows every day. While trying to make an

honest buck apprehending bond-skippers, Stephanie is shocked to learn her mentor--master bounty

hunter Carlos "Ranger" Manoso--is suspected of murder. Digging through the local weapons and

drug rackets, Stephanie hopes to get her man off the hook. But finding time for her other man, vice

cop Joe Morelli, is getting harder each day. And it doesn't help when Grandma moves in, takes up

driving lessons, and dyes her hair pink. New York Times best-selling author Janet Evanovich



constructs unforgettable tales filled with zany characters and non-stop action. Narrator C.J. Critt

takes listeners on a colorful trek through the sexy, hilarious and hazardous world of Stephanie Plum.

The story of the trials and tribulations of Stephanie Plum continues as she bumbles through another

book staring death in the face and somehow makes good by the end. She captures two FTA's while

she stumbles between Ranger and Morelli who are working a case together and the bad guys are

trying to capture Ranger while using Stephanie as bait. Naturally Grandma Mazur is stirring the pot

herself by getting mad a Stephanie's parents and moving in with Steph. Sexual tensions run wild.

Great read.

I have read this book twice and loved it both times. I still laughed just as hard the second time as the

first. Stephanie Plum is a bounty hunter that catches her FTP's (Fail To Appear In Court) with a lot

of luck since she doesn't carry a gun, still trying to figure out how to use her stun gun and has yet to

actually use her pepper spray. The plot in this book is one of her favorite men Ranger is being

blamed for a death of Homer Ramos as son of a black-market gun runner. He is seen on video

minutes before the murder. Stephanie works with Ranger to prove his innocence while he is in

hiding from the police. But wait there is more! Grandma Mazure decides to move in with Stephanie

which causes all kinds of hysterical issues. Then a cop talks Stephanie into taking care of his dog

Bob while he goes on vacation. Only thing, he really didn't go on vacation, and he has no intention

of taking the dog back. Words such as Dudes and Duddets are being used allot by the charcters

Mooner and Doughey. Then some additoinal characters that are mob type named Mitchell and

Habib.Mitchell is from the United States and Habib is from Pakistan. The banter between the two

got me to laughing so hard I was crying. This book is really good.

What can I say? I always enjoy Stephanie Plum :) I realize that Evanovich must be tired of the

formula and the character, but she keeps churning out originality in a slapstick sense; without being

malicious. Usually I don't like reading/watching humor making fun of people but Evanovich carries it

off without seeming mean/prejudiced/ or some such thing. Perhaps it's the fact that the characters

are conscious of themselves and are willing to live with the eccentricities with something like

"grace".I do enjoy good slapstick :)

Janet Evanovich's, Hot Six is funny, sexy, and bloody! Yes, all three with perhaps two or more

thrown in! Evanovich writes a great book from a ladies point of view which makes if more enjoyable.



As always, Joe Morelli and Ranger are trying to keep Stephanie Plum out of trouble and in bed.

Most of the time they don't succeed. It's a wonder Stephanie has not ended up in the morgue.

Grandma is trying something new. Has the family in in a state of what's next! Stephanie's mom is

everyone's mom and how she cooks! A must read for fun and laughter. Yes, I laugh right out loud!

You will, too!DP, Castro Valley, CA. Rated: PG, sexual content and language!

The Stephanie Plum series is my 'go to' choice for de-stressing and 'Hot Six' is no exception.

Overall, this series reminds me of Mayberry, NC from 'The Andy Griffith Show'. It lends a small town

feel to characters who have basically known each other most of their lives and are perfect in their

imperfections. In the end, despite any differences, they are surrounded by people who generally

love, care, respect and accept one another faults and all. Isn't that what most people want out of

life? The happiest people are the ones who learn to embrace this concept. Janet Evanovich is a

master at showing how it's done.That being said, I loved this book. It's warm, it's funny and full of

richly memorable characters.

it's alright, a bit wordy I think. but at least the transition between each book is pretty good. a little

input about characters and how they met or became involved helps. so you really don't have to start

with the first book in the series.

Since I've started reading the Stephanie Plum series, I've had the most fun reading experience.

Evonovich's books are funny, quirky, and witty. I've rarely spent this much time laughing while while

reading a story. I love the characters Stephanie, Lula, grandma Mazur and all the side characters

that make these books worth reading. So far I've enjoyed this book the best. Mooner and Dougie

were a hysterical additon to this book. I can hardly wait to start the next book in the Plum series.

I'm now on book 13. I can't hardly put them down. All of them have been good. I love that I find

myself laughing out loud throughout the book(s). I recommend the series. Don't get overwhelmed by

the number of novels in the series. Reading them is a breeze, and not a "just end it already" type

thing. I believe you'll enjoy them. In my opinion, you can skip the 1/2 ones between some of them.

They aren't important, and kind of a waste of time, but the rest are worth your time.
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